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13 December marked a momentous milestone in 
our history as Very Special Arts Singapore was 
formally renamed to ARTDIS (Singapore) Ltd 
in order to signal our readiness to be a leading 
charity in the arts and disability sector.

To launch the new brand, a physical event was 
held with 50 distinguished guests in attendance. 
This included guest-of-honour, Minister for 
National Development and Minister-in-charge 
of Social Services Integration, Mr Desmond Lee 
who acknowledged efforts by ART:DIS and other 
community partners in helping to build a more 
caring and inclusive Singapore.

He hopes to be able to count on ART:DIS for the 
upcoming Enabling Masterplan 2030 in order “to 
provide more comprehensive, convenient and 
coordinated support for persons with disabilities.”

Joining the Minister on stage was Ambassador-
at-large and our founder Professor Tommy Koh, 
who said: “After 28 years of being an affiliate of an 
American organisation, it is time for us to become 
independent. With ART:DIS, we can grow our 
own identity.” He further added that with support 
being high for both sectors, this is a “golden 
moment when we can bring the arts and people 
with disabilities together.”

ABOUT THE NEW 
BRAND

The fresh new look underscores our desire to be a 
bold and active advocate for inclusion of persons with 
disabilities into the community. Through the three Es 
(Enable, Empower, Engage), ART:DIS will help persons 
with disabilities express themselves, gain confidence and 
be part of a community that is rewarding.

The new name is a play on the words ‘Art’ (ART) and 
‘Disability’ (DIS), demonstrating our conviction that all 
persons with disabilities benefit from access to the arts.

The colon draws inspiration from quotes, indicating a 
subject in speech. It represents our hope for our artists 
to grow into expressive individuals who have the courage 
to share their unique perspectives.

Our Vision
Where persons with disabilities are 
empowered through the arts.

Our Mission
To advocate and create opportunities 
that empower persons with disabilities 
through the arts.

Our Values
Passionate, open, innovative and 
community.

To demonstrate how the arts can enable, empower 
and engage persons with disabilities to express 
themselves, guests were treated to a performance 
by our Board Director, Dr Azariah Tan, and Artist-In-
Training, Claire Teo.

Together they delivered a riveting and moving 
rendition of Habanera from the opera Carmen, and 
Angel by Sarah Mclachlan, which received much 
applause from audiences and ‘hearts’ from 100 
community members who watched the event digitally.

If you missed the event, you may 
watch it at bit.ly/ARTDIS_Launch_
Livestream.

You may also follow our new 
Facebook and Instagram accounts 
(@art.dis.singapore) in order to 
receive latest updates about us.

(LEFT)
Happy Panda by Darrell Fung, a Foundation 
student of ART:DIS, was gifted to Minister Lee 
as a token of our appreciation. His painting 
won first prize in the children’s category of our 
annual See What I See art competition.

WELL-WISHES FROM OUR COMMUNITY

“Fantastic! Thank you 
ART:DIS, especially 
Peter Sau, for your 
patience in nurturing 
us and developing 
our ability in the 
performing arts.” 
–Yuki

“My son Floyd has 
benefitted greatly 
from the good work 
that ART:DIS does. He 
has been there since 
he was four years old. 
His autism didn’t give 
him a language to 
communicate effectively 
but his artworks spoke 
the words that he 
wanted to share with 
us.” –Roger

“I’ve been with the 
charity since I was 
five and it’s amazing 
to work with great 
people and teachers. 
Welcome ART:DIS 
and it’s time to blast 
off into the future!” 
–Trevor

“Congratulations to 
the ART:DIS team! 
The road in the arts 
isn’t easy so thank 
you for pouring love 
to cultivate so many 
talented artists who 
are able to show us 
so many beautiful art 
pieces.” –Serene

“Thank you ART:DIS 
and all the teachers 
for the love, 
patience and care in 
nurturing our special 
needs children 
to develop their 
abilities in the arts. 
Congratulations!” –
Siew Hong 

Official launch
of ART:DIS
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ACHIEVEMENTS
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ART:DIS congratulates Dr Dawn-joy Leong and 
Noah Tan for being respective recipients of the 
GCT Enable Awards (UBS Achievement) and GCT 
Enable Awards (UBS Promise)!

The awards aim to recognise the achievements of 
persons with disabilities and motivate them to go 
the distance with their endeavours.

Together, they attended the award ceremony at 
the Istana where President Halimah Yacob was 
the guest-of-honour.

“Today’s recipients have shown that there are no 
boundaries to what persons with disabilities can 
achieve. As a society, we can do more to support 
them in their integration into the community by 
removing prejudices and assumptions of their 
limitations,” she said in her speech.

Dr Dawn-joy Leong is a researcher, multi-artist, board 
member of the Disabled People’s Association and 
one of the founding directors of K9 Assistance (Ltd). 
Diagnosed as autistic at the age of 42, she is a disability 
advocate who has published, performed and exhibited 
internationally.

Her research presents autism as parallel embodiment, 
with sensory-cognitive idiosyncrasy as the nucleus of 
research, and her artistic practice traverses music, visual 
art, photography, narrative, poetry and performance.

Her most recent work is Scheherazade’s Sea: continuing 
journey, an autobiographical video of an autistic woman 
struggling in a world not built for differently-abled 
individuals: youtu.be/O_S2U0jxtCI

Shaping Hearts was a festival 
organised by North East Community 
Development Council to celebrate 
the diverse artistic talents of our 
disabled community. Over 150 
special needs artists took part in 
the two-week event that comprised 
art exhibitions, live performances, 
movie screenings and workshops.

ART:DIS was honoured to have a 
number of our students and artists 
showcasing their works at Our 
Tampines Hub – Aaron Yap, Serene 
Sng, Ong Kai Xuan, Ng Siang Hoi, 
Tay Bee Lian, Eugene Soh, Christina 
Lau, Daniel Tan, Kok Tuck Chong, 
Emily Cheng, Eileen Tay and 
Katherine Han.

Two of our students – Joshua Tang and 
Joshua German – were further selected 
to share their story about overcoming 
challenges with audiences.

Watch how Joshua Tang juggles his 
many interests whilst living with 
autism (youtu.be/nGo3fCphnT8) 
and how the piano has enabled 
Joshua German to communicate with 
others despite his autism (youtu.be/
o2IkpvxVotk).

During the opening ceremony, Joshua 
German had the opportunity to meet 
Deputy Prime Minister Heng Swee 
Keat who applauded him tremendously 
for performing a beautiful rendition of 
his favourite song 月亮代表我的心月亮代表我的心  by 
Teresa Teng.

At the closing ceremony, Joshua 
Tang was also all smiles as one of his 
paintings was auctioned off at $10,000 
to Chairman of Neo Group, Mr Neo. He 
further shared with Minister for Social 
and Family Development Masagos 
Zulkifli his creation process for his 
acrylic pour artworks.

Following the end of the festival, mayor for North East 
Community Development Council Desmond Choo visited 
ART:DIS @ Bedok to learn more about the work we do and how 
he can further support our artists with disabilities. There was 
plenty of fruitful discussion and we are excited to realise more 
projects with NECDC in 2022.

(LEFT)
Mayor Demond Lee 
marked the visit and 
solidifed his friendship 
with ART:DIS by leaving 
his handprint on our 
Tree Of Life.

Goh Chok Tong 
Enable Awards

Shaping Hearts

Noah is an exceptional young artist known for his innate 
ability to match colours. Since he was diagnosed with 
autism at a very young age, Noah has overcome many 
challenges to be the bright, determined and passionate 
young man he is today.

Art has played an important role in his life, providing 
avenues to focus his energy and express his emotions. 
Numerous paintings by Noah have been auctioned off to 
raise funds and awareness for Rainbow Centre, ART:DIS 
and the Community Chest. 

In recent years, Noah’s distinct style of clean graphic 
patterns and vibrant colours has seen him receiving 
numerous commissions. These projects have helped build 
his confidence and a means to earn an income.
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In celebration of Singapore’s 56th birthday, ART:DIS collaborated with 
Ying The Label to launch a capsule collection. Founder Phuay Li Ying 
adapted our professional artist Koh Tuck Chong’s painting A Joy Forever 
into a dress, mask, shawl and brooch. 

“We really wanted to support local artists and Tuck Chong’s orchids 
mean a lot to us since it represents our nation,” shared Li Ying. These 
wearable art pieces were so popular that some had to be restocked due 
to popular demand.

Pang, the different singers came together to perform a special rendition of the song Rainbow 
Connection, which was first sung in The Muppet Movie (1979).

Even though our students had to pre-record the performance, the overwhelming support they 
received online during the parade was a heartwarming sight, demonstrating how the song’s uplifting 
message about believing in yourself and never giving up hope touched audiences.

“Janna seldom speaks but she is able to sing all the lyrics. She really enjoys the process so we’re very 
grateful that ART:DIS has provided a platform for her to engage in an activity that she loves,” shared 
Mr Julian Chong, a parent of one of our students.

SG Cares Giving Week is part of an 
annual movement that celebrates the 
spirit of giving and aims to inspire 
Singaporeans to give their best for 
others by sharing their time, talent 
and voice.

As part of this year’s launch event, 
our cajon students collaborated with 
Bloco Singapura to stage an energetic 
performance. Their opening act of 
Rockabye by Clean Bandit featured

Ying
The Label

Purple
Parade

10% of the sales proceeds from this 
collection goes back to ART:DIS so 
do give it a browse: yingthelabel.com/
shop
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COLLABORATIONS

Since 2013, the Purple Parade has been a unifying platform to promote 
awareness and celebrate the abilities of people with disabilities. ART:DIS is 
proud to be part of this movement and in its ninth edition, our Choir students 
collaborated with community choir groups, Equaver and Chordinate Singers.

Led by vocal music teacher, Ms Fran Ho and Chordinate conductor, Mr Acid

SG Cares
Giving Week

samba rhythms that had many in the audiences dancing.

Despite this being a pre-recorded delivery, our students had a ton of fun experimenting with the cajon 
during the filming. Their sheer enthusiasm was infectious and together with the passionate team at Bloco 
Singapura, they hoped their feel-good energy translated through the airwaves. Watch their high-octane 
performance: fb.watch/a7rn57EFa5
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volunteers from the financial sector, we were able to build meaningful connections and help both parties 
achieve overall well-being over the course of three sessions.

Through our partnership with 
Prudential Assurance Company, 
ART:DIS was able to extend our Music 
and Movement Workshop to reach 
an even larger demographic at senior 
activity centres. We have thus far 
proudly served senior citizens from 
Tembusu Senior Activity Centre and 
Tsao Foundation, as well as folks from 
Ang Mo Kio, Bedok and Macpherson.

With our visually-impaired artists 
Claire Teo and Ivni Yaakub acting as 
facilitators between seniors and

Prudential
Assurance Company

http://yingthelabel.com/shop
http://yingthelabel.com/shop
http://fb.watch/a7rn57EFa5


Two of our Artists-In-Training, Wan Wai Yee and 
Ivni Yaakub, were invited by the National Museum of 
Singapore to stage a performance as part of Singapore’s 
56th birthday.

Live-streamed on to Facebook, audiences were treated 
to nostalgic renditions of five classic National Day 
songs, as well as numerous tongue-in-cheek stories 
about navigating life as visually impaired individuals.

Though the pandemic continues to wreak havoc on 
livelihoods, Wai Yee and Invi have demonstrated strong 
resilience and optimism. ART:DIS is proud to be their 
enabler and we hope their performances will continue 
to inspire hope during trying times.

Christmas is always a magical moment for young 
minds to get imaginative and ART:DIS is grateful 
to renew our collaboration with Hook Coffee. This 
year, the homegrown brand commissioned 10 of 
our students to design 24 sachets for their drip-
coffee bags. These were then lovingly packaged into 
an Advent Calendar box and sold for coffee lovers’ 
Christmas merriment over the festive period.

Many who received the box as gifts were quick to 
snap photos of the creative designs by our students 
and help spread the word of their talents on social 
media.

(RIGHT) 
Some of the coffee sachet designs by our 
students Hong Wei, Royce, Janelle, Feroze, 
Rachel, Nicholas, Seth, Joy, Elena and Dina.

Feroze Hariyanto, one of our students 
who designed Sugar Baby and Simply 
The Zest, shared how colours made 
him happy and that was why he chose 
vibrant shades for his works.

“Feroze started drawing since he 
was five but he tends to have a lot 
of doubts and would ask his teacher 
for help. Since attending lessons at 
ART:DIS, I can see that his confidence 
has grown and I’m so proud of him,” 
his mother added.

Singapore
HeritageFest

Hook Coffee

Be rejuvenated 
by Claire’s 
video A Touch 
of Warmth
(fb.watch/
a6ocHDkIIo) 
and Dawn’s 
video A Touch 
of Clemency 
(fb.watch/
a6oIl_7B1N).

ART:DIS was commissioned by the National Heritage 
Board to present two fully accessible programmes during 
Singapore HeritageFest 2021, inviting audiences to 
reacquaint themselves with Singapore’s culture.

Our Artist-In-Training, Claire Teo, let viewers in on her 
family’s recipe of Cantonese dish Pen Cai. Being visually 
impaired, she used her other senses to shop at a wet 
market and prepare the heartwarming meal. 

“My mama told me how this dish came to be – how 
villagers contributed whatever they had from their 
homes so that everyone could share in a hearty feast 
once a year,” Claire shared.

Fellow artist Dr Dawn-joy Leong also took viewers into 
her home to demonstrate a do-it-yourself therapy 
session. By using everyday materials to create sensory 
art experiences informed by a neurodivergent paradigm, 
Dawn hopes audiences would be able to restore their 
mental well-being.

Following weeks of precise mark-making, Noah 
delivered a breathtaking piece of artwork with 
lush flora and fauna, which was featured on 
multiple collaterals during GIC’s 40th Anniversary 
dinner. His introduction by event host Diana 
Ser drew widespread applaus. To commemorate 
the occasion, a donation of $10,750 was made to 
ART:DIS on behalf of GIC and Friends.

National Day Celebration
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GIC’s 
Anniversary

Global institutional investment entity GIC 
believes strongly in building more confident 
and inclusive communities, and are long-term 
partners of ART:DIS. Their Social Impact team 
reached out to collaborate on a commissioned 
artwork for their 40th Anniversary 
celebrations. The brief for our Artist-In-
Training Noah Tan was to convey optimism 
and hope for a sustainable future through art.

http://fb.watch/a6ocHDkIIo
http://fb.watch/a6ocHDkIIo
http://fb.watch/a6oIl_7B1N
http://fb.watch/a6oIl_7B1N


From 11 October to 17 December, ART:DIS organised 
Celebratory Sights, our third exhibition of the year. 14 of our 
professional artists reflected on what they hold dear about 
Singapore. From heritage neighbourhoods to moments from 
bygone days, these familiar scenes represent comfort, hope 
and pride in our nation. 

(RIGHT)
Ann Siang
by Raymond Tan 
(1965)

(EXTREME RIGHT)
Little Nyonya
by Chang Kim 
Ngoh (1946)

The late artist Chng Seok Tin was a dear 
friend of ART:DIS. Despite her prominence 
as a printmaker, Seok Tin was humble and 
always encouraging of young artists to 
reach their potential. She was one of our 
greatest champions and we’re so grateful 
that even after her passing, she continues 
to support the work we do by donating 
proceeds from her memorial exhibition 
Remembrance of a Friend to ART:DIS.

The showcase of over 60 artworks included 
paintings, prints, sculptures and relief works 
such as Floating World (left). The exhibition 
was curated by those who knew her 
personally and was a way for her family to 
share memories of  Seok Tin’s life, as well as 
commemorate the richness of her practice.

“Seok Tin was just remarkable. She was able to rise against 
all the obstacles she had faced in life to be who she was and 
still maintained a very positive outlook in life. I think that is 
something that everyone should emulate.” –Maureen Goh, 
Executive Director of ART:DIS

“Seok Tin was always on the go. You would never see her idling. 
In her free time, she was either volunteering or teaching the 
younger generation. She was someone who works very hard 
throughout the whole year and every day was like a peak period 
for her.” –Linda, former Project Director of VSA (Singapore)

“Humility was one of Seok Tin’s best qualities. Though she was 
a renowned artist, she would still come and help charities such 
as ours without asking for anything in return.” –Christopher 
Yeow, former Executive Director of VSA (Singapore)

Remembering 
Seok Tin

Chng Seok Tin was a multiple 
award-winning artist whose 
works occupied a pivotal place 
in Singapore’s printmaking 
industry. Her creations are 
themed around nature and the 
human condition, and have 
been widely showcased in 
Singapore and abroad.

Following her visual impairment 
in 1988, Seok Tin focused 
on creating more sculptural 
and mixed-media works. 
For her relentless spirit and 
contributions to the arts, she 
was conferred the Cultural 
Medallion in 2005.

(LEFT)
Elgin Bridge by Raymond Lau (1968)

(ABOVE)
His Creative Spirit by Daren Leslie 
(1993)

Two of our Professional artists also received recent 
commissioned projects. 

Kallang Polyclinic began operations last October and 
they wanted to create a soothing atmosphere for their 
interior. They therefore handpicked Daren Leslie’s 
polyptych of abstract calming energy to display along 
the stairs towards their consultation rooms.

Singapore International Foundation (SIF) celebrated 
30 Years of Making Friends for A Better World in 
December. Our professional artist Raymond Lau’s 
series of streetscapes paintings was selected as award 
tokens by SIF, recognising friends, partners and 
volunteers who have connected communities, enabled 
collaborations and effected change for a better world.

OUR COMMUNITY

Kallang Polyclinic 
and SIF

Celebratory 
Sights
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To celebrate all that our students have achieved this year, ART:DIS organised a virtual party for them 
and over 60 students attended! Their excitement was palpable right from the beginning and many 
participated enthusiastically in our games by clamouring to answer questions, zooming around their 
homes to find objects and typing their thoughts in the chat box. The myriad of videos screened also 
had the students clapping in good cheer or moving to the beat of the music.

It was especially heartwarming to hear our students unanimously thank all their teachers for their 
guidance and to wish them a very happy Christmas. Many further expressed the hope to be able to 
resume physical classes as they miss seeing their friends and staff.

From all of us at ART:DIS, we would like to thank our students and parents/caregivers for persevering 
with us for yet another year in this pandemic. The situation may be in constant flux but we promise to 
do our best for your art journey with us. Stay positive and we look forward to greeting you in 2022!

(ABOVE)
As part of the party’s activity, 
students were given a 
colouring template of our new 
brand graphic, the connector, 
which is made of two circles 
to resemble a colon. We 
received over 60 wonderful 
submissions!

Ending 
2021 on a 
high note

ART:DIS’s annual art competition 
See What I See, which celebrates 
the creative talents of special needs 
individuals, returns for its 19th 
edition with the theme My Heroes. 

We received around 250 spectacular 
submissions from children, youths 
and young adults and for many of 
them, heroes are people whom they 
admire for their courage, abilities and 
inspiring qualities.

Be it mummy dearest, the brave 
neighbourhood policeman, a beloved 
teacher or a character out of a 
comic book, each artwork was full of 
thoughtful reflection behind them.

(LEFT)
“Well done Max! So 
proud of you! Yes, 
we all need to work 
together and be each 
other’s hero during this 
pandemic!” –Dexter

(RIGHT)
“I’ve been a fan of Joy 
for many years. Her 
art pieces are so full 
of passion. I especially 
love this piece because 
of the clever use of 
colours.” –Bebe

(LEFT)
“That’s what love in 
a family looks like. 
Starting off with love 
between parents, which 
will then flow into 
the child. Well done, 
Julian!” –Cassandra

(RIGHT)
“This is a very good 
piece. Keep up your 
interest to draw, 
Audrey!” –Soo Lam

Comments about some of our
See What I See 2021 entries

Voting for the ‘Public Choice Award’ for each category will be ending soon on 23 January on our Facebook. 
Thus far, over 2,800 individuals have cast their votes so if you have yet to hit the thumbs-up for your favourite 
piece, do so now at facebook.com/art.dis.singapore!

Following judging by a panel, winners will be announced in February so do keep a lookout for this.
13
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CURRENT
EVENT

Ten of our professional artists 
will showcase how they were 
inspired by Cubism’s and 
Pop Art’s use of hard edges, 
distinct forms and lack of 
depth to convey reality.

This exhibition promises a 
riot of colours in all its two-
dimensionality glory. From 
the kitsch to the complex, 
discover new perspectives 
along this spectrum and 
support our talented artists.

Make an appointment to 
tour the exhibition: bit.ly/
UrbanColours_Viewing 

Title: Urban Colours
Type: Exhibition
Date: 4 January – 29 April
Venue: The Gallery at
             ART:DIS @ Changi.

Title: Welcome To My World 2022 –
          FACE TOGETHER
Type: Livestream Performance
Date: 2 April 2022, 8:00pm
Venue: SISTIC Live and YouTube

(ABOVE)
Fixture of Dreams by Wesley Seah (1967)

(ABOVE)
Funky Garden by Christina Lau (1972)

(ABOVE)
A still captured during rehearsals for Face 
Together.

(RIGHT)
The entire cast taking a group photo for the 
credits roll of the digital production.

UPCOMING
EVENT

All seemed well in an idyllic town until there 
were rumours of a contagious virus spreading 
around.

The well-meaning mayor takes immediate 
measures by calling for a lockdown. But with 
no vaccine in sight and isolation gnawing at 
people’s resolve, will the town survive?

With skepticism rife in the citizens’ minds, 
will the town be able to unite and face the 
unknown together? 

YOUR SUPPORT GOES A LONG WAY

VOLUNTEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Our visual and performing arts programmes help persons with disabilities express 
themselves, gain confidence and be part of a community that is rewarding. A 
donation from you will enable a young beneficiary to explore the joys of art-

making and a budding artist to realise his/her potential. Together, we can build an 
inclusive society where all abilities are recognised. Below are some ways to donate.

As a charity, we are always looking for more to join our family. There are 
many ways to volunteer your time and services to ART:DIS. Find out more 

at artdis.org.sg/volunteer.
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Cheque
• Write cheque to ‘ARTDIS 

(Singapore) Ltd’ with your full 
name and NRIC on the back for 
tax exemption.

• Head to our Bedok centre and 
pass the cheque to a staff OR 
mail the cheque to:

   
    ART:DIS @ Bedok
    133 Bedok North Avenue 3
    #01-138 Singapore 460133
    Attn to: Finance Dept

Giving.sg
• Visit bit.ly/givingsg_ARTDIS

• Select the amount to donate.

• You would then be prompted to 
log in via Facebook or email.

• Choose credit/debit payment 
method.

• Complete the transaction by 
filling up required details for 
tax exemption.

Paynow
• Open your banking application.

• Key ‘199500567G’ for UEN or scan 
the following QR Code.

   
   

• Type in amount and complete the 
transfer.

• Email donate@artdis.org.sg for tax 
exemption, including:

   – Paynow username
   – Name as per NRIC 
   – NRIC number
   – Donation amount
   – Date of transfer

http://bit.ly/UrbanColours_Viewing 
http://bit.ly/UrbanColours_Viewing 
https://www.thegallery.artdis.org.sg/urbancolours
http://artdis.org.sg/volunteer
https://bit.ly/artdis_HelpUsHelpThem


@art.dis.singapore

@art.dis.singapore

www.artdis.org.sg
ART:DIS @ Bedok
133 Bedok North Avenue 3 #01-138 
Singapore 4601335

ART:DIS @ Changi
5 Changi Business Park Central 1, 
Changi City Point #03-01
Singapore 486038

Welcome To My World is 
a quarterly newsletter by 
ART:DIS. No part of this 

publication may be reproduced 
by any means and in any form 
without the permission of the 

publisher.

FOR PROGRAMME ENQUIRIES
Email general@artdis.org.sg

FOR DONATION ENQUIRIES
Email donate@artdis.org.sg

FOR MEDIA ENQUIRIES
Email sabrina@artdis.org.sg

FOR COMMISSIONED PROJECTS AND ARTWORK ENQUIRIES
Email sales@artdis.org.sg


